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Scorecard
1. Value Proposition

Points

a) Novelty of the solution

2 / 15

b) Market ﬁt/demand

1 / 15

c) Target Market Size

8 / 10

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s)

1 / 10

e) Integrations & Partnerships

1 / 15

Total Points - Value Proposition

13 / 65

2. Tokeneconomics

Points

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities?

3 / 10

b) Initial token allocation

3 / 15

c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms

0 / 10

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?

0 / 10

e) Is the token suﬃciently liquid to enable active use and trade?

0/5

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases?

2 / 10

Total Points - Tokenomics

8 / 60

3. Team

Points

a) Is the team credible and public?

11 / 15

b) Does the team have relevant experience?

8 / 10

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate?

0/5

d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?

5 / 10
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Total Points - Team

24 / 40

4. Governance

Points

a) Admin Keys

5 / 20

b) Extent of Governance capabilities

0 / 15

c) Active Governance contributors

1/5

d) Governance infrastructure

4 /10

e) Robustness of Governance process

1 / 10

Total Points - Governance

11 / 60

5. Regulatory

Points

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability?

15 / 15

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction?

10 / 10

Total Points - Regulatory

25 / 25

Total

81 / 250

1. Value Proposition
The Value Proposition section describes the value a protocol delivers to its users. Based on the proportion of the
problem the protocol aims to solve and the potential of the protocol to effectively solve the problem - better than other
industry solutions - a Value Proposition rating is created.

a) Novelty of the solution (15 points)
This score evaluates the novelty (uniqueness) of the protocol. Has the protocol introduced any new innovations that
help solve user's problems more eﬃciently? Is the project a fork? To what extent did they copy/fork the original?
Answer: DerivaDEX which describes itself as a noncustodial decentralised exchange offering derivative products,
initially focused on perpetual swaps. DDX is DerivaDex's ERC-20 token created primarily to facilitate the decentralised
governance mechanism of DerivaDAO. DerivaDEX uses a custom off-chain operator network for matching and trade
execution, while deposits and withdrawals are managed by on-chain Ethereum contracts.
DerivaDAO, comprises all DDX holders who must vote on and approve any modiﬁcations or updates to the exchange.
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Some key features of DerivaDEX include:
-

-

a highly-liquid central-limit order book
a real-time, secure price feed allowing for speedy liquidations with a DAO-governed insurance fund,
underpinning a robust UX with respect to solvency
cross-margin leverage providing for ﬂexibility of capital usage suitable to a trader's individual needs off-chain,
high-performant matching and liquidations facilitated by a decentralized network of trusted-hardware enabled
nodes, providing for a tamper-proof and front-running-resistant exchange
a sane liquidity mining program that increases users' voting power in the DAO proportional to their usage of
the platform, while bootstrapping liquidity on the exchange in a healthy and sustainable manner

Though the protocol describes itself with so many key features, these are all features common to top derivatives
protocols such as dYdX, Perpetual Protocol, GMX, Synthetix and AppolloX, and doesn’t really differentiate it from them
in any way. Moreover, DerivaDEX hasn’t launched on mainnet yet even though it was announced as far back as July
2020. Its beta site only shows an ETH/PERP pair with the option to buy or sell and nothing much apart from that.
From the look of things, the protocol has been moving too slow in terms of development and speculatively, might not
even be able to compete with the top derivatives protocols mentioned earlier. Overall, the protocol hasn’t really
introduced any technical or organisational innovation and is yet to demonstrate on mainnet how its key features are
ever going to make it a competitor to the top derivatives protocols already in existence . The protocol will be scored a
2 for at least putting up a beta site
Score: 2

b) Market ﬁt/demand (15 points)
This score evaluates the degree to which the protocol satisﬁes a strong market demand. The market ﬁt evaluates if
the protocol is able to satisfy the needs of a speciﬁc market (can also be measured by user adoption/ #of users). To
what extent has the protocol proven to meet the demand of a speciﬁc market? Is the timing of the product right for the
market? Is the protocol targeting the right market?
Answer: As at the time of writing, Etherscan reports 3 sender transactions and 4 receiver transactions for the protocol,
giving an idea of the number of daily users of the protocol. According to Dune its daily transactions are also less than
10.
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Source: Etherscan
These are particularly low ﬁgures and don’t indicate a market ﬁt because Synthetix for instance averages over 200
daily sender and receiver transactions. The protocol’s TVL of about $2M which forms just 0.082% of the total
derivatives market is also a very small ﬁgure and quite negligible in the derivatives market. Overall, the protocol’s
metrics aren’t indicative of a market ﬁt and isn’t a sign of targeting the right market either. The protocol needs to do
more if it wants to ﬁnd a product ﬁt in this market. The protocol is therefore scored a 1 in this section.
Score: 1

c) Target market size? (10 points)
The target market size evaluates the current and future size of the problem the protocol is aiming to solve. The
category of the Open Finance solution can be used as a reference to the target market (for example: Lending).
Because Open Finance is by deﬁnition global, the global market for a speciﬁc problem equals the target market size.
Answer: According to bis.org, the gross market value of derivatives contracts for tradﬁ stood at $12.6 trillion in June
2021. Investopedia even estimates it at 1 quadrillion in notional value on the high end. These ﬁgures can be
considered the total available market for derivatives.
For the service available market we're looking at the derivatives market in DeFi and coingecko estimates it at $1.8
billion while Deﬁllama puts it at around $2.4 billion. Compared to tradﬁ these values don't come any close but do have
the potential to grow sustainably.
The protocol will therefore be scored an 8.

Score: 8
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d) Competitiveness within market sector(s) (10 points)
This score evaluates the competitiveness of the protocol within the market sector(s) it operates in. This score offers a
relative comparison of the protocol and other protocols operating in the same market sector(s). To evaluate this,
metrics to directly compare with the competition can be used (e.g. TVL, trading volume, number of users).
Answer: The protocol isn’t much competitive within the sector. This is how it compares to some of the top derivatives
protocols.

Protocol

Daily trading Volume ($)

TVL ($)

Daily real volume ($)

dYdX

59M

972M

4.4M

Perpetual protocol

9.7M

61M

1.7M

Synthetix

58M

490M

7.2M

GMX

2M

456M

0.94M

DerivaDEX

35.2k

2M

34.5k

It can be seen from the table above that the protocol has the least daily trading volume among the others. Though its
daily real volume is highly reﬂective of its daily trading volume, it still comes nowhere close to the top performing
protocols. TVL isn’t the best metric for comparison, but we see that the other protocols have quite substantial TVLs
whereas DerivaDEX’s is almost negligible.
The protocol will be scored a 1 as it seems unable to compete with the top protocols in its market.
Score: 1

e) Integrations & Partnerships (15 points)
Due to crypto’s open-source nature, the code of most protocols can easily be forked. This score represents a piece of
“unforkable value”. Some indicators to look at are the number of applications built on top of the protocol (vertical
integration), other entities integrating the protocol's services (horizontal integration) or the number of relevant
partnerships (be careful of logo collections/ partnerships without much purpose).
Answer: The protocol has no veriﬁed integrations whatsoever as mainnet hasn't launched yet and only has some
partners listed on its website. Further checks show that these “partners” are actually early investors of the project.
Now, though investors can be selected strategically to be users or partners of a protocol, it is diﬃcult to believe this is
DerivaDEX’s case because its user metrics (check 1d) suggest otherwise. The protocol therefore doesn’t seem to have
any partnerships dedicated to improving the infrastructure upon which it is built. A score of 0 should have been
awarded but for the sake of investors a 1 will be given.
Score: 1
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2. Tokeneconomics
The Tokeneonomics section assesses the function of a protocol's token. This includes the token distribution,
functionalities of the token, the ability of the token to incentivize positive behaviour in the protocol, and the ability of
the token to capture a portion of the value created.

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities? (10 points)
Is the token useful within the protocol? Does the token allow the holders to participate in governance or inﬂuence the
protocol in any way? Does it serve any other purposes?
Answer: The token is used for governance. But even its governance is questionable as it doesn't have much
documentation to prove this. According to their tokenomics, the DerivaDAO manages more than the supply of DDX

tokens. The DerivaDAO is also responsible for managing all parameters of the exchange: listing products,
determining the capitalization of the insurance fund, setting trading fees. A unique feature of DerivaDEX is the
requirement for the exchange to build and maintain a healthy insurance fund. Unlike centralized exchanges, this
DAO-managed fund will have transparent parameters set via governance.
Other than this, the token will be used as payment of rewards for holders who participate in its insurance mining
program where they stake USDT, Gemini Dollar or USDC. This will come into effect when the DerivaDEX launches on
mainnet. The same goes for trade mining

Theoretically it seems there is a use for a governance token, yet given no traction there is practically no utility in
terms of governance. The protocol will therefore be awarded a 3 for having a little revenue in place for users.
Score: 3
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b) Initial token allocation? (15 points)
Token distribution can be an indicator of a healthy protocol and, if done well, can improve coordination and alignment
among different stakeholders. Was the genesis/initial distribution fair and balanced? Are the tokens distributed widely
or is the ownership concentrated and skewed toward early insiders? Are vesting schedules aligned with long-term
vision?
Answer: The maximum supply of DDX tokens is 100M. The DDX token launched in December 2020 with a

genesis supply of 50 million DDX. Of this genesis supply,
-

-

34,005,404 DDX (68%) were allocated to the team and DerivaDAO foundation. 62.5% of this allocation
which is about 21 million tokens were unlocked as at distribution. This fund is used to finance the
engineering of the protocol, community initiatives, business development and marketing efforts.
15,334,596 DDX (30.7%) was reserved for investors
660,000 DDX (1.3%) was earmarked for the protocol advisors.

The remaining 50 million DDX will be emitted over 10 years in the form of a liquidity mining supply.
The token currently has 1,917 holders. The top 100 holders own 99.23% of the tokens and the distribution on
Etherscan is shown below:

Source: Cryptorank
The top holder addresses are identified as follows:
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Genesis supply address - 10.55M DDX (19.83%)
Development fund - 10M DDX (18.79%)
Investors - 8.9M DDX (16.73%)
Team - 4.35M DDX (8.18%)
Protocol advisors - 0.5M (0.94%)
This sums up to 34.3M DDX (64.5%) with the remaining 35.5% circulating in the hands of ordinary token holder
addresses.
The token distribution of the genesis supply is questionable. First of all, the protocol didn’t even factor the
community/users directly in the distribution. Community members indirectly beneﬁted from the 21M DDX tokens used
to ﬁnance the engineering of the protocol, community initiatives, business development and marketing efforts. They
didn’t receive any tokens directly, their time rather being relegated to the launch of the protocol’s DEX with long vesting
periods.
The team, investors and protocol advisors on the contrary were allocated 29M tokens (58%) of the tokens. 98.5% of
the allocation for investors was subject to a one-year linear unlocking schedule and the remaining 1.5% tokens would
be vested according to a two-year schedule. This time has already elapsed since the genesis supply in June 2020.
200,000 DDX tokens reserved for the advisors were unlocked on a three-month schedule and the outstanding 460,000
tokens were subject to a two-year vesting scheme. This time has also elapsed.
This means the team, investors and advisors are the ones who have beneﬁtted from the token distribution while the
community is yet to truly beneﬁt.
An inquiry in the protocol’s discord also shows that the community/users and investors/partners are all key
stakeholders of the project.

This means the present state of the token distribution shouldn’t be the case. Here, the token distribution is
heavily skewed towards the team and early insiders and the protocol will be scored a 3.
Score: 3
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c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms (10
points)
Most token distribution schedules have built-in inﬂation. This section evaluates the purpose of that continuous token
distribution. Is it justiﬁable? Does it help improve the coordination and alignment of incentives for the protocol? Does
it incentivise positive-sum behaviour? Are the beneﬁts ﬂowing to all relevant stakeholders or just select groups?
Answer: The protocol describes a solid token issuance for liquidity providers that is yet to take place

because its exchange hasn’t launched on mainnet.
According to them, the liquidity mining phase would see 50 million of the maximum DDX supply emitted
over 10 years. DerivaDEX built its insurance fund through an insurance mining program. This is a year-long
staking program where stablecoins are staked to receive rewards in DDX. The insurance mining program
runs for 2.1 million blocks (about a year) and a reward of 1.2 DDX is rewarded per block. In total, 2.5 million
DDX was emitted over one year as part of the insurance program. The outstanding 47.5 million DDX will be
emitted over 10 years, with the rate of supply subject to the governance of the DerivaDAO. This can be seen
in its ﬂow and emissions graph below:

Source: Messari
Currently, only the team and early investors of the project seem to have beneﬁted from the token issuance.
Considering that the relevant stakeholders include the community/users, investors and partners, this
issuance described above can’t be justiﬁed and is yet to beneﬁt the protocol. Should they implement as
promised, it might come out beneﬁcial. The protocol therefore scores 0 here.
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Score: 0

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?
(10 points)
A value accrual and distribution mechanism can help improve the utility of a token and its ability to be used as an
effective coordination mechanism. Does the protocol have mechanisms to distribute some of the value created to the
token holders?
Answer: The protocol has no distribution mechanism for its value accrual. The speculative value of the token itself

is not really meaningful as the token is not needed to use the protocol and it's unclear who would be interested in
governing. The protocol scores a 0 here as well.
Score: 0

e) Is the token suﬃciently liquid to enable active use and trade? (5
points)
Is the token widely available and is there suﬃcient liquidity available to facilitate all protocol functionalities?
Answer: The token is limited on both centralised and decentralised exchanges as shown below.
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The protocol scores a 0.
Score: 0

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases for the token? (10
points)
Besides the protocol’s value distribution model as described in 2. d), can the token be used productively on other
protocols (e.g. as collateral, for lending, LPing, yield farming, etc.)?
Answer: The token can be used to LP on Uniswap and Sushiswap. A score of 2 will be awarded.
Score: 2

3. Team
The Team section describes the quality of the team behind the protocol. The current version of Prime Rating favors
teams that are publicly identiﬁable. In the case of an anon team, the track record of the speciﬁc anons involved can be
taken into account

a) Is the team credible and public? (15 points)
Are the identities of the core contributors and team publicly identiﬁed? In the case of anon team members, is there any
way to track their background/record?
Answer: The identities of the core team members are public and listed below:
- Aditya Palepu: Co-founder and CEO
- Frederic Fortier: Co-founder
- Ainsley Sutherland: Product strategist
The protocol is scored an 11 for having a credible team.
Score: 11
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b) Does the team have relevant experience? (10 points)
Are there any documents or trails available to showcase the track record of the team? Do the team members have
relevant backgrounds and skill sets?
Answer: Team has relevant experience. Their past work experiences and skill sets are described below.
- Aditya Palepu: He was the software engineer for Enigma MPC (2018-2020), an algorithmic trader for DRW
(2013-2017) and a credit trading analyst for JP Morgan (2012). His skill sets include Java, Matlab and C#.
- Frederic Fortier: He was the senior software engineer for Enigma MPC (2017-2020) where he specialised in building a
quantitative trading platform and data marketplace for cryptocurrencies using Python, SciPy and Quantopian Zipline;
researching and building a private smart contract computation protocol for the Ethereum blockchain. He was also the
senior software engineer for enChoice, Inc.(2013-2017) and a senior architect for Lighthouse Computer Services
(2007-2013). His skills include software development, cloud computing, JavaScript, jQuery, AngularJS, Python, Rust
and Quantopian Zipline.
- Ainsley Sutherland: She was the product and partnership strategy head for Enigma MPC (2018-2020) and was the
co-founder and product design lead of MediateVR (2016-2018), an AI and augmented reality company. She was also
an open lab research fellow for Buzzfeed where she worked on identiﬁcation of use cases for immersive technology.
Her skills aren't listed, but from her work experience they likely include product design,customer relations, social
media marketing, event organisation, qualitative and quantitative user research and data analytics.
The protocol’s roadmap doesn’t entail anything much and was last updated 9 months ago so a link couldn’t be
established as to whether they could deliver anything for the project in the coming months. Nevertheless, from what
has been discussed so far it seems the team needs to work with more advisors in the derivatives space as well as
improve their marketing. This will result in a deduction of 2. The team still remains a very skilled one and the protocol
will score the remaining 8

Score: 8

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate? (5
points)
To what extent do the protocol contributors participate in the public debate around open ﬁnance? Are the team
members giving presentations, sharing their thoughts and opinions, and do they help raise the collective intelligence
of the industry?
Answer: The team doesn’t participate in the public debate. The only opinion found from the team is this youtube video
where Aditya partakes in an AMA.

Score: 0
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d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?
(10 points)
How effective is the team at attracting and coordinating resources for the beneﬁt of the protocol? Has the team raised
suﬃcient funding or are there mechanisms in place to attract resources when needed?
Answer: In terms of monetary resources,
- The protocol raised $2.7M from a private seed round in 2020
In terms of human resources,
- The protocol posts job ads to recruit skilled people to help in developing the protocol
- The protocol organises competitions to recruit people who’d be able to ﬁnd bugs which can be ﬁxed to ensure a
robust and properly tested exchange prior to mainnet release.
From what has been discussed so far, the team has attracted monetary resources but seems to be coordinating
ineﬃciently. The protocol will therefore be scored the least mark of the 5 - 7 range
Score: 5

4. Governance
The Governance section evaluates how the protocol is governed and who the governors are. The different governance
functionalities and processes are evaluated to determine to what extent the Protocol will be able to self-govern in a
way that ensures the development of the protocols while respecting the needs of all current and future stakeholders.

a) Admin Keys (20 points)
Admin Keys allow some critical functionalities of a protocol to be controlled by an admin. This allows the developers
to react to potential bugs, but also creates a risk as the developers could potentially misuse the admin keys to exploit
the protocol. Does the protocol have admin keys and how are they managed?
Answer: The protocol has no admin keys and this can be seen from the inquiry made in their discord
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The team elaborates further by stating that the protocol is decentralised from day one and no central entity can solely
engineer the tech, receive fees, govern the product or control the insurance fund.
Now this is particularly hard to believe because the protocol has no concrete documentation to back this up other than
mere propagation of words across socials. Even their gitlab and their voting site do not show any proposals and votes
concerning product governance, fees or control of the insurance funds. The protocol is yet to launch on mainnet so
the team is likely behind the engineering of the protocol’s infrastructure, contracts and admin keys for now. The
protocol will therefore be assigned a 5 just to give it a beneﬁt of doubt.

Score: 5

b) Extent of Governance capabilities (15 points)
Distributed governance allows the token holders to participate in the governance of open ﬁnance protocols. How
much inﬂuence does the governance mechanism have? Are the votes affecting on-chain changes or do they function
solely as signals to the team?
Answer: According to the protocol, anyone can make an on-chain proposal, either by submitting a PR or providing
feedback. All proposals can be voted upon by DDX holders in the governance app. Anyone who has participated in
insurance mining, and has claimed their DDX, will be able to vote from their connected account.
The protocol however, hasn't had a mainnet launch so there hasn't been any documented vote yet. With that aside,
even though the protocol states it has been a DAO from day 1, there's no evidence whatsoever to back it up. It’s only
fair to conclude governance has no impact on the protocol for now. The protocol scores 0.
Score: 0

c) Active Governance contributors (5 points)
Governance is a process that can be rather resource-intensive if executed well. To ensure good governance is
practised by the protocol, it's important to have a suﬃcient number of governors allocate resources to the governance
process of the protocol. How many individuals participate in the debate around the protocol? How active are voters?
Answer: Though the protocol's discord and forum are somewhat active, there has rarely been any vote. The protocol’s
forum isn’t too active either. The only documented vote connected to the vote was from Bancor Network and not
DerivaDAO itself. The exact number of voters couldn't be determined because there isn't proper documentation. Also,
the protocol’s on-chain proposals on gitlab are very limited and were last updated over a year ago. The protocol will be
scored a 1 for at least having occasional debates ongoing.
Score: 1
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d) Governance technology/infrastructure (10 points)
The Governance infrastructure relates to the technology, software, and models used by the protocol's governance.
Does the protocol have a reliable and usable voting mechanism? Are there channels for governance debate? Is there
suﬃcient documentation available?
Answer: The protocol doesn't have a usable voting mechanism. It claims voting is on-chain but the voting site doesn't
show much. Also, on-chain proposals on gitlab were last made over a year ago and don’t seem to suggest users are
actually drafting any proposals.
The protocol's discord and forum are also for governance debates and look somewhat active, but based on little to no
documentation of votes on mainnet, its reliability is also doubtful as well. The protocol will score a 4 for having
channels for governance debates.
Score: 4

e) Robustness of Governance process (10 points)
This score requires documentation speciﬁcally on the governance process that sets the basic framework in terms of
agreements, norms, and language for governing the protocol and to create social consensus. Does the protocol have a
formal governance process? How robust is the governance process and does it promote good governance?
Answer:
The protocol describes a formal governance process in its docs but hasn’t documented any record of votes yet and
from the protocol's activities so far, it doesn't promote good governance. The protocol will be scored a 1.
Score: 1

5. Regulatory
The Regulatory section describes the extent and quality of the regulatory environment that affects the Protocol. To be
able to guarantee functionality, security, and legality the protocol should comply with regulatory requirements, or limit
itself to facilitating services to users who are willing to operate outside of the traditional regulatory environment.

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability? (15 points)
Does the protocol have any form of legal accountability? Can users and partners hold the protocol accountable in case
of a breach of the agreement?
Answer: DerivaDEX is registered as a domestic corporation located in the United States having Newcastle as its
address in the Delaware jurisdiction. In case of a breach the protocol can be held accountable
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Score: 15

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction? (10 points)
If the protocol has a legal entity, what is the quality of the jurisdiction the entity is established in? Will the jurisdiction
be able to facilitate the legal framework for the protocol to expand while remaining accountable.
Answer: The US is a top tier jurisdiction with applicable laws.

Score: 10

About the Author: Degem2priceless. I am a crypto and web 3 researcher and enthusiast looking forward
to gaining experience as a rater with DAOs and making a full time living off cryptocurrencies.

